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a glimpse: past & present
COVID-19 Point Loma Real Estate

U • V • W • • ?
As some sectors & businesses slowly reopen albeit with 
COVID-19 restrictions, some sectors & businesses  still un-
able to open (and no clear sign of when they might be able to), 
the stock market off 20% from a February high, an excess of 
38,000,000 unemployed in only 8 weeks ( the equivalent num-
ber that filed for unemployment over 2 years during the Great 
Recession 2009) , COVID-19 still not contained and the num-
ber of new cases testing positive increasing, you may ask your-
self how is this all affecting Point Loma Real Estate. 

By Robert Antoniadis

On a Year Over Year basis (Jan 1 – May 25, 2020 vs 2019) we are 
still surprisingly ahead by 14% in the number of SOLD trans-
actions over last year (74 vs 65). Keep in mind in 2019; (i) the 
number of transactions declined -15% over 2018, (ii) The Medi-
an value declined -5%, (iii) Total Dollars transacted contracted 
-29%. 2018 was the highwater market since the beginning of 
mankind for home values in Point Loma.

 The 2020 YTD Median Sales Price is up 4% to $1,174,000 from 
$1,129,000 in 2019. 

The 2020 Median Days on Market this year is 14 Days, down 
22% from 2019 which was 18 Days on Market.

The 2020 Median Home Size is a 4 Bedroom, 3 Bathroom, 
approximating 2,000 Square Feet.

The 2020 Total YTD Dollars Transacted $110,000,000 (Jan 1 
through to May 25, 2020) versus $85,000,000 (Jan 1 through 
to May 25, 2019) represents a +29% increase in Total Dollars 
transacted over last year on a Year over Year basis.

Q2 
GDP Down

Stock 
Market Down

Unemployed

in 8 Weeks

Retail 
Sales Down

-27%

-20%38M

-88%

4 BR 3 BA 2,000 ESF

2020 results appear good on a Year over Year basis, but there was 
so much velocity prior to March when COVID-19 appeared.  
Prior to March 2020, namely the results of January 01 - Febru-
ary 29, we experienced neck-breaking triple digit increases. The 
number of Units SOLD for this period of time was 42 versus 
18, this represents a +133% increase in the number transac-
tions SOLD. The Total Dollars transacted for this period of 
time was $63,000,000 versus $28,000,000, this represents a 
+125% increase in the Total Dollars transacted. 

Think about how drastic that is, we went from 
a +133% increase in the number of transactions 
in the first two months to a 14% increase in 
the number of transactions in the first five 
months, that represents a -119% deceleration. 

Continued on page 2...

Analyzing just the period of time (May 01 - May 24, 2020) 
on a Year Over Year basis, the number of Units SOLD was 4 
compared to (May 1-May 24, 2019) 12, representing a -67% 
decrease in activity. From the (Jan, Feb) +133% increase in 
activity, BC (Before COVID-19) the May -67% AC (After 
COVID-19) decrease represents a -200% deceleration.

The 2020 May Median declined 19% to $928,000 from 
$1,146,000 in 2019. The Median further declined -24% off of 
the February 2020 high which was $1,229,000.

The Total Dollars transacted in May 2020 $4,000,000 contracted 
-71% from May 2019 $14,000,000.

May Inventory, 33 units was very low as Sellers apprehensive 
about selling in a COVID environment though Death, Divorce, 
Financial Distress, and Life Circumstance are contributed to a  
+13% increase in Supply from an all-time low of less than 30 
units March 19, 2020... 

Median 
Sales 
Price

+4%
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Then May hits & the 
Downward Velocity Ensues:
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2020 YTD Homes SOLD is averaging 15 units a month. Remember, the 
2020 YTD number includes the off-the-charts unprecedented growth 
of Jan & Feb which has evaporated. Homes SOLD per month AC (after 
COVID-19) is averaging 7 units a month. What this means is we have 
gone in less than 60 days from a Hot Sellers’ Market with less than 2 
months of inventory towards a Buyers’ Market with almost 5 Months of 
Supply on the basis of homes SOLD.

Digging a little deeper... Analyzing the number of homes that Sellers re-
ceived and accepted offer on that went off market, 12 (Pending Sales) in 
the month of May 2020 is 25% less than the 16 of May 2019. There may be 
light at the end of the tunnel that we are either at the bottom or the bottom 
is behind us, namely, that April & May were the depths of COVID-19, a 
bottom to work up off of. May 2020 results of 12 Pending Sales represents 
a 71% increase over April 2020 results of 7 Pending Sales. The +71% May 
growth spike in Pending Sales may be nothing more than a bounce back 
or catch up affect to an overreaction of the initial shock of the March 19 
Stay At Home Order. Now and on an ongoing basis we will enter into a 
slower growth phase. It’s too early to tell if May Pending Sales truly trans-
late successfully to SOLD in which case, we could be poised for an unlikely 
V shaped recovery in Point Loma Real Estate. More than likely, if 30% of 
the escrows cancel like they did in March & April and as the multiplier 
effect of the macroeconomic carnage takes its toll, as many sectors of the 
economy face ongoing restrictions recovery will most likely be 
J, U shaped or possible W shaped.

Now more than ever with weak Demand & increasing Supply, the correct 
Listing Price is absolutely critical when taking into consideration the mul-
tiplier macro effects and havoc of COVID-19. I am still seeing Multiple 
Offers and am in Escrow in about a week if the Listing Price is correct. 
The process is now slower as we all practice social and physical distanc-
ing and the Lending process itself is taking longer. Buyers are still buying 
and motivated as current interest rates 3.25% versus 4.375% in Nov 2019 
are the jet fuel to those few Buyers in sectors unaffected by the economic 
freeze. Today’s Buyers, because of historically all-time low interest rates, 
have approximately $100,000 of additional purchasing power for the same 
payment. What todays Buyers will not experience is 30% reductions in 
Purchase Price/Sales Price. The reason being, in the depths of the great 
Recession in 2009, there was +400% more inventory (over 120 units of  
compared to the 30 units +/- we have today).

With that said, if your life circumstance necessitates a sale of your home, 
as difficult and as emotional as it may be, the sooner you are able to take 
action the better off you will be financially. The reason being is COVID-19 
has suppressed Supply. Home owners that did not feel safe selling in a 
Pandemic will begin to enter the market as we move into Phase II & Phase 
III of the recovery. A portion of the 7.3% of Homes in Forbearance will 
at some point sell due to the macro effect of businesses and sectors that 
will not come back. As a result, the supply of homes will increase. As sup-
ply increases, prices and values will decline. Furthermore, a forecasted Q2 
contraction in GDP of -27% is estimated to result in a Q2 -34% decline in 
Home Sales. Activity is a precursor to Pricing & Values. YTD Q2 Values 
are forecasted to decline -5.5%, YTD Q3  -7.1%, YTD Q4  -8.9% . For the 
Year 2020, Home Sales Activity is forecasted to decline -16%  and values 
down -3.7%.
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V-Shaped Recovery J-Shaped Recovery

U-Shaped Recovery

Economy recovers 
but activity 
permanently 
lost Growth accelerates 

as business adapts & 
labor market heals

Slow growth as many 
industries face 
ongoing restrictionsBounce back 

after initial over-
correction

Customers shifted 
priorites so come 
back is gradual

U,V, W or Recovery?
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Median Sold Price 2020

$1,300,000

$1,187,500

$1,075,000

$962,500

$850,000

JAN FEB APR MAYMAR

$1,212,000

$1,229,900

$1,107,500
$1,104,000

$928,500

V-Shaped Recovery: Quick Bounce
Netflix as an Example

Many are hoping for a v-shaped recovery. Essentially that assumes that 
when the shelter-in-place rules are lifted, the customers will return imme-
diately and employees are ready and able to provide products and services. 
These companies would return to the normal path they were on in Janu-
ary 2020. Netflix seems to be on a v-curve recovery. The stock dropped 
after March 16 but rebounded quickly as everyone took advantage of their 
virtual entertainment during shelter-in-place. It was already a remote vir-
tual service and can continue forward as before.

U-Shaped Recovery: Slow Recovery
Home Depot as an Example

For most companies, it will take some time for customers to return and 
for business to be back to normal. Businesses that were open during shel-
ter-in-place have an advantage as they were already in operational model. 
For others, it will take some times to return employees to work who have 
been furloughed and restart manufacturing facilities which had been shut 
down. Customers may shifted priorities so will come back more slowly. 
The slower U-shaped recovery is more realistic for most companies. Ho-
meDepot seems on a U-curve recovery path since it continued to operate 
during the shelter-in-place. Its stock has partially recovered already.

Company Recovery Examples Source: Forbes.com



Even in a Pandession,
Robert is still helping
Sellers Overachieve.

$13 Million Sold 
in a Pandemic

952 Rosecrans
Rep. Buyer & Seller

751 Gage
Rep. Buyer & Seller

3322 Zola
Rep. Seller

1030 Leroy
Rep. Seller

4820 Santa Cruz #4
Rep. Seller

4062 Valeta #338
Rep. Buyer

3623 Warner
Rep. Buyer & Seller

3502 Wisteria
Rep. Seller

Sold SoldSold

SoldSoldSold Pending

Sold

751 Gage

3623 Warner

952 Rosecrans

3322 Zola 

3815 3rd Ave

4062 Valeta #338

3502 Wisteria

4820 Santa Cruz #4

1030 Leroy
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$1,200,000

$1,780,000 

$1,150,000 

$850,000 

--

--

$810,000 

$830,000 

$1,300,000

$1,150,000

$1,200,000

$1,780,000 

$1,150,000 

--

$350,000 

$439,000 

--

--

--

--

$2,400,000

$3,560,000 

$2,300,000 

$850,000 

$350,000 

$439,000 

$810,000 

$830,000

$1,300,000

$1,150,000 

$995,000

$1,780,000 

$995,000 

$795,000 

--

--

$795,000 

$695,000

$1,295,000

$995,000 

3/14/20

3/15/20

3/22/20

3/27/20
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4/8/20

4/9/20

4/17/20

4/25/20

4/28/20

ADDRESS SELLER BUYER TOTALLIST PRICECOE DAYS/MKT

TOTALS

AVERAGES

$8,345,000

6 Days 109%

$9,070,000 $4,919,000 $13,989,000
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#

Robert’s Sales Since March 14th

Bottom Line

Even in a Pandemic, Robert Sells Homes
in about 6 Days at almost 110% List Price.

6
DAYS
AVG 109

LIST TO SOLD 
RATIO

%

UNDER THE RADARUNDER THE RADARUNDER THE RADAR

$13 Million Sold 
in a Pandemic

Data: Sandicor MLS May 25, 2020.

UNDER THE RADAR



A Pandemic
Success Story

I have no hesitation in recommending Robert Reality to any person who 
wishes to sell their home currently or any time in the future. He earned 
my respect for his straightforward expert counsel and was willing to help 
me meet all requirements to provide documentation necessary to sell the 
house and to help me in my responsibilities to clear out the house and 
property. He and his staff went beyond the selling of my home by 
providing information and help that I needed to do due diligence.

Why did I sell my home? The state of California shut down all short-term 
rentals early in 2020. I turned my home into a short-term rental so that I 
and my family could stay in my home whenever we wanted to and with the 
property management, I knew my home would not be vacant and would 
be maintained. The decision to sell my home was very hard to make since 

my wife Charlene and I purchased this home in 1968 and raised our 11 
children in this home. The depth and joy that we had in this home was 
significant. The thought of my home being empty for an unpredictable 
time was more than I thought wise so proceeded to ask Robert to sell my 
home. Robert had competency in requirements management as it 
pertained to real estate and he expertly translated all requirements into 
actionable processes and documentation to move my home to market 
from March 26, 2020 to an offer on April 2 followed by a fully acceptable 
offer on April 9, 2020. Escrow closed on Tuesday May 19, 2020 as agreed 
upon. This was less than 60 days from the time we first spoke.

- Gerald Bradshaw

Robert had an appraisal on my home 
that took out the unknowns of the 
value of the property. He went be-
yond doing that by also, at my re-
quest, obtained an appraisal on the 
date my wife died on February 1, 
2010. This was important to respond 
to the requirements of escrow so that 
the amount of taxes due the State of 
California were based on actual fac-
tual data. That appraisal as well as the 
evaluation of a CPA to determine the 
expected capital gains tax that would 
have to be paid.

Robert knew how to market and 
advertise the property in an environ-
ment that neither of us could predict 
because of the pandemic that was 
causing all kinds of economic disrup-
tion. I first contacted Robert since he 
had been sending his qualifications 
and I was impressed in my first con-
versation that he specialized in the 
Point Loma area and how valuable 
that property was in Point Loma.

He and his staff helped in tasks that 
went beyond his fiduciary duty. 
When my three sons came to San Di-
ego to clear out the house and prop-
erty, he sent several of his staff to help 
my sons load all items into a moving 
truck. My sons and his staff complet-
ed this task is less than a day. The 
help from his staff really accelerated 
the time to accomplish this import-
ant task.

My hot tub would not fit in the mov-
ing truck. After 2 failed attempts to 
enlist freighting companies, one of 
my sons came to San Diego to move 
the hot tub ourselves. With the help 
of Robert’s staff and 3 other persons 
who knew how to move hot tubs, 
we were able to wrap it and have lift-
ed onto my trailer. Robert helped us 
complete the whole process. He not 
only did the things necessary in his 
office but had construction skills, so 
with his tools he helped us secure 
the hot tub.

“It is my hope that the buyer will enjoy this home and the environs on Point Loma as 
much as we did for the approximately 52 years that I owned & improved the property.”

1965 Marriage Reception. Charlene lived 
her whole life in Point Loma. The grade 
school auditorium near our home was 

named in honor of her 17 years of service 
at our children’s grade school.

2000: Family Tree of 11 children 
expanded into 55 grandchildren.

All of our children are married. We now 
have 55 grandchildren and starting 

to have great grandchildren.

Leaving our home in 2010 for 18 months 
to serve a French speaking mission in 

Brussels Belgium. Did not work out since 
the required H1N1 vaccine  triggered 
an immune response in Charlene that 
caused a heart attack, resulting in her 
death just 4 weeks later. So, 2 different 

viruses (H1N1 and COVID19) 
completely changed our lives.

Examples of Robert’s Extra Touches...

1. 2. 3. 4.

Who are the Bradshaw’s?



“Recommendations really do 
matter. We were referred to Robert 
Antoniadis from a client/friend and 
cannot express how exceptional his 
service and attention to detail was in 
the selling our Point Loma home. 
Robert will always put your interest 
first, which is why we highly 
recommend Robert Realty.”

Cheryl & Gary Nogle 
Former Owners • 3623 Warner 

“You made it possible to sell my home 
in an unpredictable environment. I am 
grateful for all of your advice and help 
in accomplishing this complex process. 
He earned my respect for his straight-
forward expert counsel. He and his 
staff helped in tasks that went beyond 
his fiduciary duty.”

Gerald Bradshaw 
Former Owner • 3502 Wisteria 

“Thank you so much Robert! This is 
too cool. We are so excited and really 
appreciate all of your hard work!”  

Thomas & Michele
Current Owners 
‘4062 Valeta #338 

3502 Wisteria

4062 Valeta #338

Keeping Calm & Selling On...
Even in Challenging Times.

Pandemic Testimonials

100DollarGuess.com Winners

3640 Dudley St.

Sim Bruce Richards

From May’s Edition

Guess this Address 
Sold by Robert.

Congratulations 
Chelsea T!

Guess the name 
of this famous Point 

Loma designer.

Congratulations 
Scott Family!

3640 Dudley, sold by Robert, 
was originally designed by 

Sim Bruce Richards.

Historic Photo Credit: San Diego History Center.

3640 Dudley St.

Sim Bruce Richards

3623 Warner



92106 5 Month Year Over Year Review 
01/01/2020 - 05/22/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 05/22/2019

Year Over Year $ Sales & # Unit Distribution

Year Over Year $ Sales & # Unit Distribution

$551,000

$715,000

-23%

$625,000

$700,000

-11%

$1,174,000

$1,129,000

+4%

$1,215,000

$1,025,000

+19%

$11,275,000

$4,460,000

+153%

$3,575,000

$4,232,000

-16%

24

23

+4%

17

26

-35%

41

37

+11%

30

24

+25%

6

3

+100%

4

4

3

2

+50%

3

1

+200%

74

65

+14%

54

55

-2%

2020

2019

2020

2019

YEAR

YEAR

$ LOW

$ LOW

$ MEDIAN

$ MEDIAN

#

#

$ HIGH

$ HIGH

# < $1M

# < $1M

# $1M - $2M

# $1M - $2M

# $2M - $3M

# $2M - $3M

# >$3M

# >$3M

+14% 

-2% 

+29% 

+13% 

+4% 

+19% 

$ Median Home Value

$ Median Home Value

$ Total Market Volume 

$ Total Market Volume 

$1,174,000 from $1,129,000

$1,215,000 from $1,025,000

$110,000,000 from $85,000,000

$77,000,000 from $68,000,000

55% 

56% 

# Homes Sold

# Homes Sold

Between $1M - $2M: Accounts for 55% of the Activity

Between $1M - $2M: Accounts for 56% of the Activity

In the first 5 months of 2020: 74 total transactions from 65

In the first 5 months of 2020: 54 total transactions from 55

# Single Family Homes Sold

# Single Family Homes Sold

$

$

$110M

$85M

+29%

$77M

$68M

+13%

TOTAL$

TOTAL$

Data: Sandicor MLS Jan 1, 2019 - May 22, 2020.

92107 5 Month Year Over Year Review 
01/01/2020 - 05/22/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 05/22/2019
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couch trip

By Mary Forgione

E  very year the 
National Park 
Service reminds us 

about the beauty and value 
of America’s national parks. 
With most parks in the 
West and elsewhere closed 
to visitors, what’s there to 
celebrate during this year’s 
National Park Week? Plenty.

Will Shafroth, president 
of the National Park 
Foundation, is taking time 
“to revisit places I have been 
in the past and explore new 
places to go.”

Shafroth, who once 
lived in Colorado, has been 
listening to the sounds of 
Rocky Mountain National 
Park posted online. “Most 
fascinating are the bird calls 
... red-wing blackbirds, crows, 
magpies,” he said.

Right now only a 
handful of national parks are 
open. So that leaves virtual 
visits. The national park 
“week” started April 18 and 
continues through April 26, 
scheduled around the 50th 
anniversary of Earth Day on 
April 22.

The National Park 
Foundation, which raises 
money to support national 
parks, posted a Parks at Home 
page to encourage people to 
“travel” to their favorite park 
through real-time webcams, 
photo galleries, online tours 
and recorded soundscapes. 
There are lots of ways to 
connect online to the more 
than 400 national park sites 
across the country.

Here are some of the best 
places to visit from home.

YOSEMITE, NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA (CLOSED)
The park closed March 

20 but that doesn’t mean you 
can’t see what’s happening as 
spring emerges. The park’s 
High Sierra webcam on 
Monday showed foggy views 
of Half Dome and snow 
clinging to high-elevation 
spots. Instead of taking the 
park shuttle, just click over 
to watch real-time webcams 
of El Capitan and still snowy 
Badger Pass Ski Area.

Then go to the dark side. 
Switch over to a curated 
nighttime tour of Yosemite’s 
starry skies with time-lapse 
photos over some of the park’s 
landmarks.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
NATIONAL PARK, 

COLORADO (CLOSED)
There are a bunch 

of dazzling soundscapes 
recorded inside the park at 
different times of the day 
in different locations. I 
listened to an evening track 
that captures the call of red-
winged blackbirds, the buzz 
of hummingbirds and even 
the sound of Western chorus 
frogs.

Check out the Sound 
Library for more choices, 
including howls of coyote and 
elk. And you can take a look 
at the Continental Divide and 
the park’s popular high point, 
Long’s Peak, on webcams.

YELLOWSTONE 
NATIONAL PARK, 
MONTANA AND 

WYOMING (CLOSED)
You can watch Old 

Faithful erupt in real time on a 
webcam pointed at the park’s 
most famous geyser. Also, 
take a listen to spring (and 
winter) on the Audio Postcard 
page. You’ll hear sounds of 
the park set to music as well as 
wildlife howling in the night.

SEQUOIA AND KINGS 
CANYON NATIONAL 
PARKS, CALIFORNIA 

(CLOSED)
This is home to some of 

the biggest sequoia trees in 
California. Take a nature 
break by watching and 
hearing some of the park’s 
soundscapes, which is defined 
as “the human perception of 
the acoustic environment.” 
Put simply, it’s everything you 
would hear if you were there: 
a quail calling, the gushing of 
river water. You can choose 
soundscapes of different areas 
of the park.

SANTA MONICA 
MOUNTAINS NATIONAL 

RECREATION AREA, 
CALIFORNIA (PARTLY 

CLOSED)
The park’s website has 

some pretty cool photos and 
videos of mountain lions that 
call the Southern California 
habitat home.

Also, kids can sign up 
to be Junior Rangers and 
stream activities on the park’s 
Facebook Live page.  n

©2020 Distributed by 
Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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Please Update

by Kathryn Weber

ith projects on your mind 
as you hunker down at 

home, it’s time to start 
thinking about enjoying the patio. A 
few small projects can take that dull, 
blank space and turn it into a patio 
with panache.

1. Paint the floor. Plain Jane 
concrete isn’t something to get 
excited about; but painting the 
concrete can perk up your porch or 
patio. Go to your local paint store 
and have them help you pick out 
a color and give you all the prep 
materials. It’s more time-consuming 
than hard, but a painted patio looks 
neat and stylish.

2. Paint your furniture. Over the 
winter or after several years outdoors, 
patio furniture can lose its luster. Sand 
and spray-paint your furniture to bring 
it back to life. If you have a big set, look 
for a local painter who can sandblast 
and powder-coat your furniture to 
make it look like new again.

3. Create a seating area or an 
eating area. Give your patio a defined 
eating or seating space with an indoor/
outdoor rug. Add a seating arrangement 
to create an outdoor living space or a 
table for some al fresco dining in your 
new outdoor room.

4. String up some lights. Add 
some string lights across the patio for 
great Mediterranean bistro ambiance 
at night. Add a timer so the lights 
pop on and off automatically.

5. Place lanterns around the 
space. Romantic and ethereal, candle 
lanterns set artfully around a seating 
area, next to a chair or on a dining 
table are uber-romantic and create a 
layered lighting effect.

6. Electrify it. Install a sound 
system or electrical outlets to enjoy 
TV on the patio. With Wi-Fi-enabled 
speakers and televisions, you can turn 
your patio into an outdoor living 
room.

7. Add water. Create a patio 
fountain out of a planter. Cluster a 
grouping of plants around an urn, pop 
in a fountain pump from your home 

center, and you have a terrific sound 
that’s peaceful and can help drown out 
background noise.

8. Get unique seating. Make 
lounging outdoors more inviting 
with a swinging bed hung from the 
ceiling or a pair of swinging rattan 
chairs. They’re trendy and will be the 
seat everyone wants to sit in when 
you go outside.

9. Re-cushion chairs and 
couches. Patio cushions take a 
beating from the elements and the 
sun, so replace to refresh and update 
your patio. Mix solid seat cushions 

with patterned throw pillows for a 
homey feeling.

10. Add shade or structure. If 
your patio is flat and exposed, it’s time 
to add an arbor or string up some 
sunshade fabric that will give you much 
needed shade and help you enjoy more 
time outdoors comfortably.

A patio project is the perfect way 
to get some fresh air and prepare for 
the summer months ahead.  n

©2020 Kathryn Weber. Distributed 
by Tribune

 Content Agency, LLC.

W 10 PROJECTS TO
PERK UP

YOUR PATIO

101%

96%

$50,000,000+

< $2,000,000
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Average Agent

SOLD/LISTPRODUCTIONAGENT DAYS / MARKET
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MORE $
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facing financial fears

by Carla Fried

T he stress of worrying about our 
individual and collective health 
during the COVID-19 crisis 

is the heaviest of burdens. At the same 
time, you may be consumed with fears 
about your financial security. Global 
stock markets have been in free fall, 
bond markets wobbly, job losses piling 
up as the economy grinds into recession. 
Social distancing is your best defense 
against the virus.

But how to address financial fears? 
It is absolutely rational to be afraid 
about your household’s financial 
security. The challenge is to push 
yourself—and anyone in your tribe 
who is stressed—to not act rashly. In 
times of stress, our emotions push us to 
make decisions that provide immediate 
relief. But we can end up paying a 
long-term price.

This has nothing to do with 
intelligence or education. It has 
everything to do with the curse of 
being human. There is an entire field 
of psychological research focused on 
ways our emotions can make a mess 
of our finances. Two Nobel prizes for 
economics have been awarded for this 
work.

So, let’s agree that you’re not wrong 
to feel what you’re feeling. The key 
is to see if you can slow down and 
make well-considered decisions. What 
follows are a few widely shared fears 
and some calming facts to help you.

I WANT TO SELL ALL 
(OR MOST) OF MY STOCKS. 
I CAN’T STAND THE LOSSES.
Research explains why flight now 

is so much more appealing than fight. 
It’s our nature to focus on the short 
term, and, let’s face it, the short term 
right now is downright scary. This 
is known as myopic loss aversion. 
Related research has found that the 
pain we feel from losses is about 

twice as psychologically powerful as 
the pleasure we get from gains. We 
also love to extrapolate; whatever 
we’re experiencing now we convince 
ourselves will continue, something 
called recency bias. Right now, it is 
screaming to us that the sky will never 
stop falling.

Deep breath. Remind yourself 
you’re invested for the long term. As 
unpleasant as a bear market is, it’s part 
of the investing cycle. This is the 13th 
time since the end of World War II 
that the S&P 500 stock index has lost 
at least 20%, the definition of a bear 
market. The average bear market loss 
is about 33%. Still, if you invested 
$100 in the index in 1945, and didn’t 
panic through 13 bear markets, you 
would have about $88,000 today, an 
annualized return of more than 9%.

More recent data from the financial 
crisis: From early October 2007 
through early March 2009, the index 
lost more than 50%. Investors who 
stayed focused on the longer term 
were rewarded. From that October 
2007 high through March 23, 2020—
one completed bear market and one 
currently roaring—the index gained 
nearly 90%. During that same stretch, 
if your cash was parked at your bank 
or a money market mutual fund, you 
earned 10%.

WHY DO WE OWN STOCKS 
ANYWAY? I KNEW WE SHOULD 
HAVE JUST KEPT EVERYTHING IN 
THE BANK, SAFE AND SOUND.

Another deep breath. A behavioral 
habit we’re all prone to is called 
the money illusion: We forget that 
inflation over time reduces the value 
of money.

What cost $100 in 1975 would 
require $500 to purchase today, 
given inflation over that stretch. 
Sure, inflation is low now, but 
your retirement security is riding 
on making sure your money over 
time earns an after-tax return that 
maintains your purchasing power. 
That’s hard to do with bank savings 
and money market funds. Stocks, over 
time, have delivered the best inflation-
beating gains.

Let’s say you had $10,000 to invest 
in 1975. If you kept the money in 
cash, you would have about $15,000 
today after adjusting for inflation. 
Invested in U.S. stocks, your $10,000 
would be worth nearly $300,000 after 
adjusting for inflation.

STOCKS ARE DOWN MORE 
THAN 20%. I CAN’T DEAL 

WITH A 20% LOSS!
Remind yourself: 100% of your 

portfolio isn’t invested in stocks. 

Your diversified asset allocation 
likely includes bonds. If you’re near 
retirement or in retirement you likely 
have at least half in high-quality bonds 
and a bunch in cash. This scary time 
is when diversification helps: Bonds 
and cash don’t fall like stocks.

I’M NOT GIVING UP ON STOCKS 
FOREVER. JUST FOR NOW. I’LL 
GET BACK IN WHEN THE BEAR 

MARKET IS OVER.
That would be great. But alas, 

as the saying goes, no one rings a 
bell to tell us when the bear market 
is over. If you sell today, you have 
to be right about when to get back 
in. If you think you can do that, 
you’re likely suffering from dangerous 
overconfidence bias. You think you 
can time the market. You can’t.

If you are not invested on just a 
few days when the market is going 
gangbusters, you are going to miss 
out big time.

According to J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management, a hypothetical $10,000 
investment in the S&P 500 at the 
beginning of 2000 was worth nearly 
$32,500 at the end of 2019. If you 
had missed just the 10 best days 
for stocks during that entire 20-year 
stretch, the $10,000 would have been 
around $16,000.

That’s why a popular investing 
maxim is “time in the market, not 
market timing.” The best investment 
move you might make now is to 
tune out market news and resist 
any urge to check your portfolio 
values. Sticking with your long-term 
strategy to meet your long-term 
goals is in fact doing something. You 
aren’t letting your emotions pull you 
into decisions that will put your plan 
at risk.  n
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“Your retirement security 
is riding on making sure 

your money over time 
earns an after-tax return 

that maintains your 
purchasing power.”
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P U Z Z L E answers 
created by Crosswords Ltd.

ACROSS
1 Major clothing chain
7 Free speech inhibitor?
15 Morsel
16 Tufted tweeter
17 Unspecific threat
18 “Right you are!”
19 “Women and Love” 

author Shere
20 Tach readings
22 Norwegian king during 

the Cold War
23 Serial sequence
24 Attributes
26 Door opener?
27 Where Martin Scorsese 

taught Oliver Stone: Abbr.
28 Rhein tributary
29 16th-century rulers
32 Archaeologist, at times
34 Capital of Kazakhstan
36 Disdained, with “at”
38 Mickey Rooney septet
42 Blue on screen
44 Last Supper query
45 Completely overhauled
48 Revival figs.
50 Texter’s appreciation
51 I, perhaps
52 Harsh
54 U.N. ambassador appointed 

by JFK

55 2008 Best New Artist 
Grammy winner

58 Sweet sign-off
59 King Ahab’s father
60 Different exercises 

performed consecutively
62 Boxer Rebellion setting
64 Cherish
65 Shady Records co-founder
66 Snakes
67 Event associated with 

warm climates and big 
midday meals

DOWN
1 Driving instructor’s 

reminder
2 “Star Trek: Voyager” actress
3 Initial encounter in a 

romcom
4 Fit
5 Frat letters
6 Former Nissan SUV
7 Hinders
8 “Bullets Over Broadway” 

Oscar winner
9 Sci-fi staples
10 Recess rejoinder
11 Stir up
12 Katy of “High Noon”
13  Sincere sign-off
14 Player of Kent

21 Flaunt
24 Fiction’s Lord Greystoke
25 Pringles alternative
30 Ill-conceived
31 Stand for 45-Down
33 First name in architecture
35 Hybrid cuisine
37 “Nos __”: 2000s French-

Canadian drama set in a 
summer home

39 Total assets?
40 One way to connect 

nowadays
41 Quality control process 

with an alphanumeric 
symbol

43 Allots
45 They involve insult comedy
46 Stomach
47 Superior, vis-à-vis Michigan
49 Metaphors, e.g.
53 Wield
56 Vault
57 Language that gave us 

“plaid”
59 Tom Joad, e.g.
61 Flare producer
63 “Big four” record company
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1656 Willow 
4 BR • 3.5 BA • 3,909 ESF

ROBERT ANTONIADIS
BROKER • DRE #01727428

(619) 852-8827
Robert@RobertRealtySD.com

RobertRealtySD.com

$1/2 BILLION 
Since 07’

North of

Robert’s Latest Listings Call/Text For A Private Tour

541 Silvergate Ave 
4 BR • 4.5 BA • 4,042 ESF

874 Harbor View Pl 
3 BR • 4 BA • 3,030 ESF

3455 Charles 
4 BR • 3 BA • 2,974 ESF

2938 Lawrence 
3 BR • 2 BA • 1,556 ESF
SWEEPING 180°  VIEWS

1207 Trieste
6 BR • 4.5 BA • 5,579 ESF

1030 Leroy
3 BR • 3 BA • 2,425 ESF

1BR/1BA ATT. GUEST QTRS. 

$2,500,000

FOR SALEFOR SALE

FOR SALE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

3120 Ingelow St 
2 BR • 2 BA • 850 ESF

1110 Alexandria 
3 BR • 1.5 BA • 1,218 ESF

FOR LEASE FOR LEASE FOR LEASE

952 Rosecrans
5 BR • 3 BA • 2,872 ESF

3025 Browning
4 BR • 3 BA • 2,475 ESF

1006 Evergreen 
4 BR • 4.5 BA • 3,170 ESF

$1,995,000

$2,250/MO

$2,250,000

$4,975/MO

$995,000

$1,750,000

$2,950,000

$3,875/MO

$4,250,000 $2,500,000

$2,250/MO

$900,000

FOR SALE

$4,250,000

3238 Emerson 
4 BR • 2.5 BA • 2,630 ESF

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 

AVAILABLE SOON

AVAILABLE SOON

$1,950,000

$4,975/MO $3,875/MO

$995,000 $1,950,000$900,000


